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302 ing process. The flash cell comprises a storage transistor made of a dou
\ 301 ble-poly NMOS floating gate transistor and an access transistor made of
\ a double -poly NMOS floating gate transistor, a polyl NMOS transistor

with polyl and poly2 being shorted or a single-poly polyl or poly2
NMOS transistor. The flash cell is programmed and erased by using a

: Fowler-Nordheim channel tunneling scheme. A NAND-based flash
memory device includes an array of the flash cells arranged with parallel
bit lines and source lines that are perpendicular to word lines. Write-
row-decoder and read-row-decoder are designed for the flash memory
device to provide appropriate voltages for the flash memory array in pre

g program with verify, erase with verify, program and read operations in
the unit of page, block, sector or chip.
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NOVEL HIGH SPEED HIGH DENSITY NAND-BASED 2T-NOR FLASH MEMORY

DESIGN

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority to U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Ser. No. 61/270,583, filed July 10, 2009, which is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety.

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0002] This application is related to U.S. Patent Applications Ser. No. 12/387,771,

filed on May 7, 2009 and Ser. No. 12/455,936, filed on June 9, 2009, assigned to the

same assignee as the present invention, and incorporated herein by reference in the

entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0003] This invention relates generally to a single-chip low-voltage and high read

speed nonvolatile memory (NVM), and more specifically to the design of a two transistor

NOR (2T-NOR) flash memory by using NAND-based cell structure, cell operation

schemes and manufacturing process.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Nonvolatile memory is well known in the art. The different types of

nonvolatile memory include read-only-memory (ROM), electrically programmable read

only memory (EPROM), electrically erasable programmable read only memory

(EEPROM), NOR flash memory, and NAND flash memory. In current applications such

as personal digital assistants, cellular telephones, notebook and laptop computers, voice



recorders, global positioning systems, etc., the flash memory has become one of the more

popular types of nonvolatile memory. Flash memory has the combined advantages of the

high density, small silicon area, and low cost and can be repeatedly programmed and

erased with a single low-voltage power supply voltage source.

[0005] The NAND and NOR flash memory cell structures use one charge retaining

(charge storage or charge trapping) transistor memory cell for storing one bit of data as

charge. The storage cell with one bit data is commonly referred to as a single-level cell

(SLC). They are respectively referred to as one-bit/one transistor (Ib/ IT) NAND cell or

NOR cell, storing a single-level programmed data in the cell. In addition to storing data

as a single-level program cell having two voltage thresholds (VtO and VtI), both IT

NAND and NOR flash memory cells are capable of storing at least two bits per cell or

two bits/one transistor (2b/lT) with four multi-level threshold voltages (VtO, VtI, Vt2

and Vt3) in one physical cell. The storage cell with the multi-level threshold voltages of

the one transistor NAND or NOR flash memory cells is referred to as a multiple level cell

(MLC).

[0006] Currently, the highest-density of a single-chip double poly crystalline silicon

gate NAND flash memory chip is 64 Gb. In contrast, a double poly crystalline silicon gate

NOR flash memory chip has a density of 2 Gb. The big gap between NAND and NOR

flash memory densities is a result of the superior scalability of a NAND flash memory

cell over a NOR flash memory cell. A NOR flash memory cell requires 5.0V drain-to-

source (Vds) to maintain a high-current Channel-Hot-Electron (CHE) injection

programming process. Due to this CHE scheme, the cell's channel length is very difficult

to be scaled down. Alternately, a NAND flash memory cell requires OV between the



drain to the source for a low-current Fowler-Nordheim (FN) channel tunneling program

process. The above results in the one-bit/one transistor NAND flash memory cell size

being only one half that of a one-bit/one transistor NOR flash memory cell, and therefore

higher memory density. As a result, it is always desirable to use the NAND process to

manufacture NOR flash memory.

[0007] US Patent. No. 6,212,102 of Infineon discloses a two transistor (2T) NOR

flash memory. In the flash memory, a high voltage is also required across the drain and

source region during FN-edge programming, and therefore a longer channel length is

needed to prevent the punch through effect. This causes a physical limitation on how

small the cell can be made and in turn limits the use of the cell in ultra high integrated

levels of the flash memory below 0.18 um technology. Furthermore, the negative FN-

edge programming causes device oxide degradation because the electron-hole pairs at the

biased drain to triple P-well (TPW) junction are accelerated by the voltage difference

between the drain and the source. The more holes are trapped in the tunneling oxide and

the less program and erase endurance cycles can be achieved.

[0008] US Patents No. 6,307,781 and 6,628,544 of Infineon provide some

improvement over the previous NOR flash memory with uniform channel erase and

channel program operations by connecting the common source together in the array of

the flash memory. With the connected common source, the gate of the access device has

to be applied with the most negative voltage, e.g. -3V, to turn off the path to different bit

lines through the common source line. Because of this biased condition during program

operation, the program inhibit voltage, i.e., 3V-4V is supposed to isolate the access

device. However, the drain induced leakage current may occur if the channel length is



scaled down in the cell. Therefore, the flash memory still encounters the scaling issue and

ends up with a large memory cell size.

[0009] In another NOR flash memory, US Patent No. 6,980,472 of Philips, both

source injection program and FN channel program are disclosed. For the FN channel

program, it is similar to the one used in Infineon's patent. The channel length of the

access device can not be shortened because of the drain induced leakage current to the

common source line when the program inhibit voltage is applied across the drain and the

source. Similarly, for the source injection program scheme, the access device needs

longer channel length to prevent the punch through effect. In addition, compared to FN

channel program, it needs more program current because of the hot-electron generation.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] This invention is designed to overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks in the

conventional 2T-NOR flash memory by providing a novel symmetrical 2T-NOR flash

memory based on 2-poly floating-gate NAND cell structure and process. Each 2T-NOR

flash cell in the flash memory has a storage transistor coupled in series with an access

transistor manufactured by using the NAND-based manufacturing process.

[0011] The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cell can accommodate the capability of an

SLC for two states or an MLC up to three states for high density flash memories used in

high read speed applications. The program and erase operations are performed by using

the Fowler-Nordheim scheme on the tunnel oxide layer which lies between the polyl

floating-gate storage layer and the channel on the P-substrate of the flash cell. There is no

voltage difference between the drain and source of the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cell



in erase and program operations.

[0012] In a first embodiment of the present invention, both the access transistor and

storage transistor of the 2T-NOR flash cell are made of identical double poly NMOS

floating gate devices. The threshold voltage of the access transistor can be bit-by-bit

programmed to the desired value, e.g. 0.75V or other appropriate values.

[0013] In a second embodiment, the access transistor has its polyl and poly2 shorted

and strapped to form an access line of polyl -transistor that connects a row of access

transistors of the flash memory. The threshold voltage of the access transistor in the

second embodiment is the threshold voltage of the polyl NMOS transistor. In a third

embodiment, the access transistor is made of an either polyl or poly2 NMOS transistor.

The threshold voltage of the access transistor in the third embodiment is the threshold

voltage of the polyl or poly2 NMOS transistor.

[0014] In contrast to the conventional flash memory in which source lines are formed

vertically to bit lines, the bit lines and source lines of the 2T-NOR flash cells are made by

metal lines of different layers in parallel. In addition, a paired separate source line and bit

line are used to form each column of the memory array of the 2T-NOR flash memory.

There is no common source line shared by different columns of the memory array.

[0015] In accordance with the present invention, the NAND-based 2T NOR flash

memory comprises a memory array, a write-row-decoder, a read-row-decoder, a data

buffer and slow speed page sense amplifier unit, an isolate device unit, a low voltage

(LV) Y-pass gate and Y-decoder unit, and a byte/word high speed sense amplifier unit.

The read-row-decoder is fast booted and dedicated to the gates of the access transistors

which are switched according to the decoding output. The write-row-decoder is



implemented for both access transistors and storage transistors. The isolate device unit is

used to isolate the memory array from the LV Y-pass of the LV Y-pass gate and Y-

decoder when erase or program operations are performed.

[0016] The read-row-decoder of the present invention is made of a medium-high

voltage device for the boosted voltage to operate at around 4.0V during fast random

reading. There are two high voltage (HV) enhancement NMOS devices for isolation

between the write-row-decoder and read-row-decoder for the access transistors. Both HV

NMOS devices separate the write-row-decoder and the read-row-decoder. The capability

of coupling voltage from the triple P-well of the flash cell can be obtained by turning off

those two HV NMOS devices during erasing. By using the read-row-decoder through the

isolation HV NMOS device to connect the select gates of access transistors, high driving

capability is provided to achieve high speed requirement in some embedded applications.

[0017] The invention uses the access transistor to overcome the over-erase issue

commonly seen in the IT-NOR flash memory. It simplifies the design of the on-chip state

machine. A preferred voltage for the unselected word lines is provided for a channel

program operation so that the disturbance of the Vt of the unselected cells can be

eliminated or substantially reduced. In addition, the invention uses 3-state MLC design

for high speed applications during reading. A fixed preferred word line (WL) voltage

level and a low enough memory cell Vt provide high enough cell current. It offers ultra-

high density, low cost and high speed solution for the flash memory in embedded

applications.

[0018] For high speed embedded applications, the present invention offers two

approaches to enhancing the memory cell current during reading. For applications



requiring low power, the first approach applies Vdd (1.8V or 3V) level to all the storage

transistors. Therefore, there is no need of boosted WL due to the relatively high enough

cell current with the negative Vt for the erased-state storage device. However, there is

always a need of boosted voltage, e.g. 4V, for the access device because its Vt is around

0.75V. The second approach replaces Vdd level by the boosted voltage. Compared to the

first approach, the latter one has the lowest resistance while reading. It provides high

speed performance with relatively high power because the gate voltage of both storage

device and access device comes from the same boosted voltage source.

[0019] In the flash cell of the prior arts, the negative FN-edge program causes device

oxide degradation because the electron-hole pairs at the biased drain and TPW junction

are accelerated by the voltage difference between drain and source, and endurance cycles

are gradually reduced as more holes are trapped. Because there is no voltage difference

between the drain and the source of the flash cell, significant improvement has been

made in the present invention over the prior arts in endurance cycles for both program

and erase operations.

[0020] Furthermore, no : c disturbance can occur in page, block, sector and chip

erase operations of the present invention because there is no voltage difference between

the unselected WLs and TPW, and less disturbance is introduced in the program

operation because the bit line (BL) inhibit voltage is almost half of the programmed WL

voltage and the unselected WL voltage is almost half of the BL inhibit voltage.

[0021] The foregoing and other features, aspects and advantages of the present

invention will become better understood from a careful reading of a detailed description

provided herein below with appropriate reference to the accompanying drawings.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] FIG. IA is a top view of the plan layout of a NAND-based 2-poly floating-

gate NMOS 2T-N0R flash cell according to the first embodiment of the present

invention in which both MS and MC cells are 2-poly floating-gate NAND cells.

[0023] FIG. IB is a schematic diagram of the circuit of the NAND-based 2-poly

floating-gate NMOS 2T-N0R flash cell according to the first embodiment of the present

invention.

[0024] FIG. 1C is a cross sectional view of the NAND-based 2-poly floating-gate

NMOS 2T-NOR flash cell according to the first embodiment of the present invention.

[0025] FIG. ID shows the voltage distributions of the SLC and MLC of the NAND-

based floating-gate NMOS 2T-NOR flash cell according to the first embodiment of the

present invention.

[0026] FIG. 2 shows the circuit diagram of a NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cell and

the threshold voltage distributions of the corresponding SLC and MLC according to the

second embodiment of the present invention in which MC is a 2-poly floating-gate

NAND cell while MS is a polyl transistor with shorted polyl and poly2.

[0027] FIG. 3A is a top view of the plan layout of a NAND-based floating-gate

NMOS 2T-NOR according to the third embodiment of the present invention in which

MC is a 2-poly floating-gate NAND cell and MS is a polyl or poly2 transistor.

[0028] FIG. 3B is a schematic diagram of the circuit of the NAND-based floating-

gate NMOS 2T-NOR flash cell according to the third embodiment of the present

invention.



[0029] FIG. 3C is a cross sectional view of the NAND-based floating-gate NMOS

2T-N0R flash cell according to the third embodiment of the present invention.

[0030] FIG. 3D shows the circuit diagram of the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cell

and the threshold voltage distributions of the corresponding SLC and MLC according to

the third embodiment of the present invention.

[0031] FIG. 4A shows a block diagram of a NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory

device according to the present invention.

[0032] FIG. 4B shows a detailed schematic diagram for the circuit of the high speed

sensing scheme of the present invention.

[0033] FIG. 4C shows the schematic diagram of the circuit of a block in the write-

row-decoder for word lines in all embodiments of the present invention.

[0034] FIG. 5A shows the schematic diagram of the circuit of a block in the write-

row-decoder and a block in the read-row-decoder for select-gate lines in the first

embodiment of the present invention.

[0035] FIG. 5B shows the schematic diagram of the circuit of a block in the read-

row-decoder for select-gate lines in the second embodiment of the present invention.

[0036] FIG. 5C shows the schematic diagram of the circuit of a block in the read-

row-decoder for select-gate lines in the third embodiment of the present invention.

[0037] FIG. 6 shows the schematic diagram of the circuit of one sector of a NAND-

based 2T-NOR flash memory array according to the first embodiment of the present

invention.

[0038] FIG. 7 shows the schematic diagram of the circuit of one sector of a NAND-



based 2T-NOR flash memory array according to the second embodiment of the present

invention.

[0039] FIG. 8 shows the schematic diagram of the circuit of one sector of a NAND-

based 2T-NOR flash memory array according to the third embodiment of the present

invention.

[0040] FIG. 9 shows a table illustrating the biased voltages of the NAND-based 2T-

NOR flash memory array in a pre-program operation for the flash cells in one selected

sector of the present invention.

[0041] FIG. 10 shows a table illustrating the biased voltages of the NAND-based 2T-

NOR flash memory array in an erase operation for the flash cells in one selected sector of

the present invention.

[0042] FIG. 11 shows a table illustrating the biased voltages of the NAND-based 2T-

NOR flash memory array in a program operation for the flash cells in one selected sector

of the present invention.

[0043] FIG. 12 shows a table illustrating the biased voltages of the NAND-based 2T-

NOR flash memory array in a read operation for the flash cells in one selected sector of

the present invention.

[0044] FIG. 13 shows the flow chart of the erase operation for the NAND-based 2T-

NOR flash memory array of the present invention.

[0045] FIG. 14 shows the flow chart of the page erase operation shown in FIG. 13 for

the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention.

[0046] FIG. 15 shows the flow chart of the block, sector or chip erase operation



shown in FIG. 13 for the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present

invention.

[0047] FIG. 16 shows the flow chart of the page program operation for the NAND-

based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention.

[0048] FIG. 17 shows the timing waveforms of the page or block pre-program with

verify operation for the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present

invention.

[0049] FIG. 18 shows the timing waveforms of the sector or chip pre-program with

verify operation for the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present

invention.

[0050] FIG. 19 shows the timing waveforms of the page erase with verify operation

for the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention.

[0051] FIG. 20 shows the timing waveforms of the block erase operation for the

NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention.

[0052] FIG. 2 1 shows the timing waveforms of the sector or chip erase operation for

the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention.

[0053] FIG. 22 shows the timing waveforms of the page program with verify

operation for the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0054] FIG. IA is a top view of the plan layout of a floating-gate type NMOS,

NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cell of the first embodiment in the present invention. The



figure only shows four key connection nodes of the drain (N-active), source (N-active),

select gate for accessing the device, and the cell gate of the storage device in the flash cell

and they are denoted as D, S, SG and WL respectively. The S node has a half contact for

a source line connection and the D node has a half for a bit line connection.

[0055] FIG. IB shows a schematic diagram for the circuit of the NAND-based 2T-

NOR flash cell according to FIG. IA of the present invention. The access transistor MS

and the storage transistor MC are both made of a 2-poly floating-gate cell. The circuit of

the 2T-NOR flash cell has four terminals for D, SG, WL and S. The D node is connected

to a local vertical metal bit line denoted as BL and the S node is connected to a local

vertical metal source line denoted as SL. In contrast to the conventional 2T-NOR flash

array, each 2T-NOR flash cell string of the present invention has two dedicated metal

lines BL and SL which are preferred to run vertically in Y-direction perpendicular to the

horizontal word lines running in X-direction. The present invention does not have

common source lines that are widely used in many conventional 2T-NOR flash memory

devices.

[0056] FIG. 1C shows a cross-sectional view of the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cell

according to FIG. IA. Both floating-gate gates of MS and MC are made of a polyl

conduction layer right underneath the poly2 gate. The two gates SG and WL are poly2

gates. SG is the poly2 gate of the 2-poly access transistor MS and WL is the poly2 gate

of the other 2-poly storage transistor of MC. The other three layers of the flash cell

include TPW (triple P-well), DNW (deep N-well) and PSUB (P-substrate). AU seven

nodes D, SG, WL, S, TPW, DNW and PSUB of a single 2T-NOR flash cell have to be

coupled with appropriate bias conditions in the circuit for respective operations. The



polyl node is a floating-node and therefore it has no external terminal for circuit

connection. Polyl is not accessible from the circuit.

[0057] FIG. ID shows Vt distributions for the storage transistor MC and access

transistor MS for both SLC and MLC of the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cell according

to FIG. IA. For the access transistor MS, the threshold voltage Vt can be bit-by-bit

programmed to a tightened distribution. This VtO is set with a preferred center value of

+0.75V, ranging from +0.5V to +1V in accordance with the present invention. For the

storage transistor MC, the two state SLC Vt distribution shows the erased state (< VtOH=

-IV) and the programmed state (>VtlL = 4V). The Vt ranges of both states can be widely

spread without concern of over-erase or over-program.

[0058] During SLC reading, the gate voltage V SG of MS is set to Vboost for the

selected 2T-NOR flash cell, but is set to OV for the unselected 2T-NOR flash cells to

block any leakage for an accurate reading. The preferred voltage for Vboost is about 4V

which is higher than VtOH (IV) of the access transistor MS by 3V. Meanwhile, for the

storage transistor MC, the gate voltage V WL of MC is set to Vdd or Vboost. Because a

power supply voltage Vdd may be 1.6V-1.8V or 2.7V-3.6V, the preferred voltage for

V WL is Vboost in the former case and Vdd in the latter case. In both cases, low series

resistance with high enough current can be achieved when the 2T-NOR flash cell is

applied to high speed applications.

[0059] In the MLC case, the Vt distribution of the access transistor MS is identical to

that of the SLC case. For the storage transistor MC, the three state MLC Vt distribution in

FIG. ID shows the erased state (< VtOH= -IV), the first programmed state (>VtlL = OV;

< VtlH=0.5V) and the second programmed state (>Vt2L = 4V). The Vt range of the



erased state and the second program state can be widely spread without concern of over-

erase or over-program. However, the first program state should be bit-by-bit programmed

to a tightened distribution.

[0060] During MLC reading, the gate voltage V SG of MS is set to Vboost for the

selected 2T-NOR flash cell, but is set to OV for the unselected 2T-NOR flash cells to

block any leakage for an accurate reading. The preferred voltage for Vboost is about 4V

which is higher than VtOH (IV) of the access transistor MS by 3V. Meanwhile, for the

storage transistor MC, the gate voltage of V WL of MC is set to Vboost too. As a result,

once the erased state and the first programmed state can be well controlled to the targeted

values, the desired high cell current can be obtained and the high speed performance can

be achieved as well.

[0061] FIG. 2 shows the circuit diagram of a NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cell

according to the second embodiment of the present invention and the threshold voltage

distributions of the corresponding SLC and MLC. In this embodiment, the storage

transistor MC is a 2-poly floating-gate NAND cell while the access transistor MS is a

polyl transistor made of a double poly NMOS device with polyl and poly2 shorted and

strapped to form an access line to connect a row of access transistors. For the access

transistor MS, the threshold voltage Vt is the threshold voltage of the polyl NMOS

transistor. This VtO is set with a preferred center value of +0.75V, ranging from +0.5V to

+ 1V in accordance with the present invention.

[0062] For the storage transistor MC, the Vt distribution of two state SLC shows the

erased state (< VtOH= -IV) and the programmed state (>VtlL = 4V). The Vt ranges of

both states can be widely spread without concern of over-erase or over-program. The Vt



distribution of the three state MLC in FIG. 2 shows the erased state (< VtOH= -IV), the

first programmed state (>VtlL = OV; < VtlH=0.5V) and the second programmed state

(>Vt2L = 4V). The Vt range of the erased state and the second program state can also be

widely spread without concern of over-erase or over-program. However, the first

program state should be bit-by-bit programmed to a tightened distribution. During SLC

or MLC reading, the gate voltage V SG of MS is set to Vboost for the selected 2T-NOR

flash cell, but is set to OV for the unselected 2T-NOR flash cells to block any leakage for

an accurate reading. The preferred voltage for Vboost is about 4V which is higher than

VtOH (IV) of the access transistor MS by 3V. It can achieve low resistance with high

enough current when the 2T-NOR flash cell is applied to the high speed applications.

[0063] FIG. 3A is a top view of the plan layout of a floating-gate type NMOS,

NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cell of the third embodiment in the present invention. Only

four key connection nodes of drain (N-active), source (N-active), select gate for accessing

the device, and the cell gate of the storage device are shown and they are denoted as D, S,

SG and WL respectively. The S node has a half contact for a source line connection and

the D node has a half for a bit line connection.

[0064] FIG. 3B shows a schematic diagram for the circuit of the NAND-based 2T-

NOR flash cell according to FIG. 3A of the present invention. The access transistor MS

is made of an either polyl or poly2 NMOS device dependent on which manufacturing

process is appropriate for application. The flash storage transistor MC is still made of a 2-

poly floating-gate cell. The circuit of the 2T-NOR flash cell has four terminals for D, SG,

WL and S. The D node is connected to a local vertical metal bit line denoted as BL and

the S node is connected to a local vertical metal source line denoted as SL. Similar to the



first and second embodiments of the present invention and in contrast to the conventional

2T-NOR flash array connection, each 2T-NOR flash cell string of the third embodiment

has two dedicated metal lines BL and SL which are preferred to run vertically in Y-

direction perpendicular to the horizontal word lines running in X-direction. The third

embodiment does not have common source lines either.

[0065] FIG. 3C shows a cross-sectional view of the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cell

according to FIG. 3A. The floating gate of MC is made of a polyl conduction layer right

underneath the poly2 gate. WL is the poly2 gate of the 2-poly storage transistor of MC.

The poly gate SG of the access transistor MS is made of either polyl or poly2 NMOS

transistor. The other three layers of the flash cell include TPW, DNW and PSUB. All

seven nodes D, SG, WL, S, TPW, DNW and PSUB of a single 2T-NOR flash have to be

coupled with appropriate bias conditions in the circuit for respective operations. The

polyl node is a floating-node and therefore it has no external terminal for circuit

connection. Polyl is not accessible from the circuit.

[0066] FIG. 3D shows Vt distributions for the storage transistor MC and access

transistor MS for both SLC and MLC of the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cell according

to the third embodiment. For the access transistor MS in this embodiment, the threshold

Vt is the threshold voltage of the polyl or poly 2 transistor because the access transistor

MS is made of the polyl or poly2 layer. The Vt distribution is the same as the peripheral

device. This VtO is set with a preferred center value of +0.75V, ranging from +0.5V to

+ 1V in accordance with the present invention.

[0067] For the storage transistor MC, the Vt distribution of two state SLC shows the

erased state (< VtOH= -IV) and the programmed state (>VtlL = 4V). The Vt ranges of



both states can be widely spread without concern of over-erase or over-program. The Vt

distribution of the three state MLC in FIG. 3D shows the erased state (< VtOH= -IV), the

first programmed state (>VtlL = OV; < VtlH=0.5V) and the second programmed state

(>Vt2L = 4V). The Vt range of the erased state and the second program state can also be

widely spread without concern of over-erase or over-program. However, the first

program state should be bit-by-bit programmed to a tightened distribution. During SLC

or MLC reading, the gate voltage V SG of MS is set to Vboost for the selected 2T-NOR

flash cell, but is set to OV for the unselected 2T-NOR flash cells to block any leakage for

an accurate reading. The preferred voltage is about 4V which is higher than VtOH (IV) of

the access transistor MS by 3V . It can achieve low resistance with high enough current

when the 2T-NOR flash cell is applied to the high speed applications.

[0068] FIG. 4A shows a block diagram of a NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory

device according to the present invention. The flash memory device comprises a memory

array 301, a write-row-decoder 302, a read-row-decoder 303, a data buffer and slow

speed page sense amplifier unit 304, an isolate device unit 305, a Y-pass gate and Y-

decoder unit 306, and a byte/word high speed sense amplifier unit 307. The memory

array further comprises a plurality of memory sectors from SECTOR[O] to SECTOR[M].

Each memory sector further comprises a plurality of memory blocks from BLOCK[O] to

BLOCK[N]. Each memory block further comprises a plurality memory pages. Each

memory page is composed of one row of 2T-NOR flash cells with a word line WL and a

select-gate line SG as shown in FIG. 4B.

[0069] The outputs of the write-row-decoder 302 are coupled to a plurality of word

lines or select-gate lines of the memory array 301. The outputs of the read-row-decoder



303 are coupled to the select-gate lines of the memory array 301. The data buffer and

slow speed page sense amplifier unit 304 includes slow speed page sense amplifiers that

connect the plurality of bit lines of the memory array 301. It also has a data buffer for

storing the program data pattern to perform the program operation. The slow speed page

sense amplifiers can be used to do precise Vt verification for pre-program, erase and

program operations at a slow speed, low current and page sensing scheme. The

connection to the bit lines of the memory array 301 is shut off while fast speed reading is

performed by the high speed sense amplifiers in the byte/word high speed sense amplifier

unit 307.

[0070] The read-row-decoder 303 of the present invention is made of a medium-high

voltage device for the boosted voltage to operate at around 4.0V during fast random

reading. The fast boosted read-row-decoders 303 is dedicated to the select gate of the

access transistor because the cell gate of the storage transistor is tied to the power supply

voltage Vdd or a stable boosted voltage source without switching. Because the

conventional NAND process does not provide high voltage PMOS devices but provides

high voltage enhancement and NMOS devices for operating at 20V, the write-row-

decoder 302 is implemented by NMOS devices.

[0071] There are two high voltage (HV) enhancement NMOS devices for isolation

between the write-row-decoder 302 and read-row-decoder 303 for the access transistors.

The two HV NMOS devices separate the write-row-decoder 302 and the read-row-

decoder 303. During an erase operation, high voltage can be coupled from the triple P-

well of the flash cell by turning off those two HV NMOS devices. By using the read-row-

decoder 303 through the isolation HV NMOS device to connect the select gates of access



transistors, high driving capability is provided to achieve high speed requirement in some

embedded applications.

[0072] FIG. 4B shows a detailed diagram for the memory array and the high speed

sensing scheme of the present invention. Except for the isolate device unit 305, the Y-

pass gates, the Y-decoders 306 and the sense amplifiers 307 are all made of low voltage

(LV) devices. The advantage is that higher driving capability can be achieved because of

the thin oxide thickness, short channel and high mobility in the LV devices. For a best

read performance, the gate voltage of the isolate device unit 305 can be tied to Vboost

while reading is performed.

[0073] The Y-pass gate and Y-decoder unit 306 includes Y-pass gates and Y-

decoders. The isolate device unit 305 is used to isolate the memory array 301 from the Y-

pass when erase or program operations are performed. When high speed reading is

performed in a high speed sensing scheme, this isolate device unit 305 is turned on as a

sensing path for the byte/word high speed sense amplifier unit 307. In the mean time, the

Y-pass gates are decoded by the Y-decoders to connect the selected bit lines of the

memory array 301. During program and erase operations, all selected bit lines, word

lines, and select-gate lines are coupled to the desired voltages as explained in greater

details in the subsequent description of the present invention.

[0074] FIG. 4C shows the circuit of a block in the WL write-row-decoder 3021 for

word lines WL[O] , WL[I], ..., and WL[N] in all embodiments. The circuit is used to

issue the preferred voltage levels to the storage transistor MC according to different

operations of the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cell of the present invention. For example,

during the pre-program operation, all the word lines WL[O], WL[I], ..., and WL[N] have



to be applied with 20V. Therefore, XTW[O], XTW[I], ..., and XTW[N] need to be

supplied with 20V and XDW[O] needs to be supplied with 22V. During the page erase

operation, one of the word lines WL[O], WL[I], ..., and WL[N] has to be applied with

OV and others are floating. Therefore, one of XTW[O], XTW[I], ..., and XTW[N] are

supplied with OV and others are tied to Vdd. XDW[O] is only applied with IV to turn on

one OfMW[O], MW[I], ..., and MW[N].

[0075] During the block erase operation, all the word lines WL[O], WL[I], ..., and

WL[N] have to be applied with OV and other word lines of the unselected blocks are

floating. Therefore, all of XTW[O], XTW[I], ..., and XTW[N] will be applied with OV.

XDW[O] is only applied with IV to turn on all of MW[O], MW[I], ..., and MW[N].

During the page program operation, one of the word lines WL[O], WL[I], . . ., and WL[N]

needs to be applied with 15V-20V and others need to be 5V. Therefore, one of XTW[O],

XTW[I], ..., and XTW[N] are applied with 15V-20V and others are tied to 5V. XDW[O]

is applied with 22V to turn on one ofMW[0], MW[I], ..., and MW[N]. During the read

operation, all the word lines WL[O], WL[I], . . ., and WL[N] have to be applied with Vdd

or Vboost. Therefore, all the XTW[O], XTW[I], ..., and XTW[N] are applied with Vdd

or Vboost. XDW[O] is applied with Vdd+Vt or Vboost+Vt to turn on all of MW[O],

MW[I], ..., and MW[N].

[0076] FIG. 5A shows the circuit for a block in the SG write-row-decoder 3022 and a

block in the read-row-decoder 303 for select-gate lines SG[O], SG[I],..., SG[N] in the

first embodiment. Because all the access transistors MS need to be programmed to a

precisely confined Vt range, i.e., 0.5V- IV, before shipping the product out, there is a

need for a collective erase operation before the page-by-page programming on all the



access transistors MS. The SG write-row-decoder 3022 is used to issue the preferred

voltage levels according to different operations. This SG write-row-decoder 3022, which

is used for programming the access transistor MS and only needed in the first

embodiment, is different from the WL write-row-decoder 3021 shown in FIG. 4C used in

all embodiments for programming the storage transistor MC.

[0077] During the pre-program operation for the access transistor MS in the first

embodiment, all the select-gate lines SG[O], SG[I], ..., and SG[N] are applied with 20V.

Therefore, STW[O], STW[I], ..., and STW[N] need to be supplied with 20V and

SDW[O] needs to be supplied with 22V. The line EN RD is tied to OV to turn off MR[O],

MR[I], ..., and MR[N]. During the chip erase operation, all the select-gate lines SG[O],

SG[I], ..., and SG[N] are applied with OV. Therefore, STW[O], STW[I], ..., and

STW[N] are applied with OV and SDW[O] is only applied with IV to turn on all MW[O],

MW[I], . . ., and MW[N]. In addition, EN RD is tied to OV to turn off MR[O], MR[I],

and MR[N].

[0078] During the page program operation for the access transistor MS in the first

embodiment, one of the select-gate lines SG[O], SG[I], ..., and SG[N] is applied with

15V-20V and others are applied with 5V. Therefore, one of STW[O], STW[I], ..., and

STW[N] is applied with 15V-20V and others are tied to 5V. SDW[O] is applied to 22V to

turn on one of MW[0], MW[I], ..., and MW[N]. During the read operation, one of the

select-gate lines SG[O] , SG[I], . . ., and SG[N] is applied with Vboost from the read-row-

decoder 303. Therefore, EN RD is tied to Vboost+Vt and SDW[O] is tied to OV to shut

off all MW[O], MW[I], ..., and MW[N]. One of STR[O], STR[I], ..., and STR[N] is

decoded with Vboost voltage level.



[0079] The operations and respective voltages applied to the select-gate lines SG[O],

SG[I], ..., and SG[N] described above for FIG. 5A are for programming all the access

transistors MS to a precisely confined Vt range, i.e., 0.5V- IV, before shipping the

product out. Once the access transistors have been programmed to the desired Vt range

and the product is in use, the operations of the read-row-decoder 303 and the voltages

applied to the select-gate lines are identical to the second and third embodiments of the

present invention that are shown in FIGs. 5B and 5C and described in the following

disclosure.

[0080] FIG. 5B shows the circuit for a block in the read-row-decoder 303 for select-

gate lines SG[O], SG[I], ..., and SG[N] in the second embodiment. All the access

transistors are made of a double poly NMOS device with polyl and poly2 shorted.

Because all the access transistors MS have their own Vt distribution, there is no need to

have the SG write-row-decoder 3022 of FIG. 5A for the select-gate lines as in the first

embodiment. The preferred Vt distribution of the access transistors is similar to the one,

i.e., 0.5V-1V, in the first embodiment. During the pre-program operation for the flash

cells, all the select-gate lines SG[O], SG[I], ..., and SG[N] are applied with OV.

Therefore, STR[O], STR[I], ..., and STR[N] are supplied with OV and EN RD is only

applied with IV to turn on all MR[O], MR[I], . . ., and MR[N].

[0081] During the erase operation for the flash cells, all the select-gate lines SG[O],

SG[I], ..., and SG[N] are floating and coupled to 20V from the TPW of the flash cells.

Therefore, EN RD is tied to OV to turn off all MR[O], MR[I], ..., and MR[N]. During

the page program operation for the flash cells, all of the select-gate lines SG[O], SG[I],

..., and SG[N] are applied with 5V. Therefore, all of STR[O], STR[I], ..., and STR[N]



are supplied with 5V. EN RD is supplied with 5V+Vt to turn on all of MR[O], MR[I],

..., and MR[N]. During the read operation, one of the select-gate lines SG[O], SG[I], ...,

and SG[N] is applied with Vboost from the read-row-decoder 303. Therefore, EN RD is

tied to Vboost+ Vt to turn on all MR[O], MR[I], ..., and MR[N]. One of STR[O], STR[I],

. . ., and STR[N] is decoded with Vboost voltage level.

[0082] FIG. 5C shows the circuit for a block in the read-row-decoder 303 for select-

gate lines SG[O], SG[I], ..., and SG[N] in the third embodiment. All the access

transistors are made of poly 1 NMOS or poly2 NMOS. Because all the access transistors

MS have their own Vt distribution, there is no need of a write-row-decoder 302 as in the

first embodiment. The preferred Vt distribution of the access transistors is similar to the

one, i.e., 0.5V- IV, in the first embodiment. During the pre-program operation for the

flash cells, all the select-gate lines SG[O], SG[I], ..., and SG[N] are applied with OV.

Therefore, STR[O], STR[I], ..., and STR[N] are supplied with OV and EN RD is only

supplied with IV to turn on all MR[O], MR[I], . . ., and MR[N].

[0083] During the erase operation for the flash cells, all the select-gate lines SG[O],

SG[I], ..., and SG[N] are floating and coupled to 20V. Therefore, EN RD is tied to OV

to turn off all MR[O], MR[I], . . ., and MR[N]. During the page program operation for the

flash cells, all of the select-gate lines SG[O], SG[I], ..., and SG[N] are applied with 5V.

Therefore, all of STR[O], STR[I], ..., and STR[N] are supplied with 5V. EN_RD is

supplied with 5V+Vt to turn on all of MR[O], MR[I], ..., and MR[N]. During the read

operation, one of the select-gate lines SG[O], SG[I] ,..., SG[N] is applied with Vboost

from the read-row-decoder 303. Therefore, EN RD is tied to Vboost+Vt to turn on all

MR[O], MR[I], ..., and MR[N]. One of STR[O], STR[I], ..., and STR[N] is decoded



with VT^oost voltage level.

[0084] FIGs. 6-8 show the preferred circuits of one sector of a NAND-based 2T-

NOR flash memory array 301 1, 3012, 3013 according to the first, second and third

embodiments of the present invention respectively. As can be seen, each sector

comprises a plurality of 2T-NOR flash cells with N+l word lines from WL[O] to WL[N]

and N+l select-gate lines from SG[O] to SG[N] and a plurality of K bit lines from BL[O]

to BL[K-I] and a plurality of K source lines from SL[O] to SL[K-I]. Every two bit lines

are decoded by BLG[O] and BLG[I] to form one common global bit line. In a same

manner, every two source lines are decoded by SLG[O] and SLG[I] to form one common

global source line. There are K/2 global bit lines from GBL[O] to GBL[K/2-l]/ and K/2

global source lines from GSL[O] to GSL[K/2-l]. It should be noted that in the circuit of

the second embodiment shown in FIG. 7, the polyl and poly 2 are shorted and strapped to

form an access line to connect a row of access transistors. In the circuit of the third

embodiment shown in FIG. 8, the access transistor MS is a polyl or poly2 NMOS device.

[0085] FIG. 9 shows the biased voltages of the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory

array in a pre -program operation for the storage transistor MC in one selected sector of

the present invention. The operations shown in the table of FIG. 9 include page pre

program, page pre-program verify, block pre -program, block pre-program verify,

sector/chip pre-program and sector/chip pre-program verify. The respective bias

conditions for the selected WL, unselected WL, selected SG, unselected SG, BL, SL,

selected BLG, unselected BLG, selected SLG and unselected SLG are shown in the table.

[0086] During the page pre-program operation, only the selected WL is applied with

20V, all unselected WLs, all SGs, all BLs and all SLs are applied with OV. As for all



BLGs and SLGs, they are tied to Vdd. During the page pre-program verify operation,

only the selected WL is applied with VtIL for SLC or Vt2L for MLC, all unselected WLs

and unselected SGs are applied with OV. As for all BLGs, SLGs and the selected SG,

they are tied to Vdd. All BLs are pre-charged to Vdd-Vt and all SLs are applied with OV.

Once all the selected storage transistors MC are well programmed to have Vt > VtIL for

SLC or Vt > Vt2L for MLC, the pre-charged Vdd-Vt will be retained. Otherwise, each

BL is discharged to OV and it may indicate that another iterative pre-program operation is

required.

[0087] During the block pre-program operation, only the selected WLs are applied

with 20V, all unselected WLs, all SGs, all BLs and all SLs are applied with OV. As for all

BLGs and SLGs, they are tied to Vdd. During the block pre-program verify operation,

only the selected WLs are applied with VtIL for SLC or Vt2L for MLC, all unselected

WLs and unselected SGs are applied with OV. As for all BLGs, SLGs and the selected

SGs, they are tied to Vdd. All BLs are pre-charged to Vdd-Vt and all SLs are applied

with OV. Once all the selected storage transistors MC are well programmed to have Vt >

VtIL fro SLC or Vt > Vt2L for MLC, the pre-charged Vdd-Vt will be retained.

Otherwise, if any BL is discharged to OV, it may indicate that another iterative pre

program operation is required.

[0088] During the sector/chip pre-program operation, all WLs are applied with 20V,

and all SGs are applied with OV. As for all BLGs and SLGs, they are tied to Vdd. During

the sector/chip pre-program verify operation, all WLs are applied with VtIL for SLC or

Vt2L for MLC. As for all BLGs, SLGs and SGs, they are tied to Vdd. AU BLs are pre-

charged to Vdd-Vt and all SLs are applied with OV. Once all the selected storage



transistors MC are well programmed to have Vt > VtIL for SLC or Vt > Vt2L for MLC,

the pre-charged Vdd-Vt will be retained. Otherwise, each BL is discharged to OV and it

may indicate that another iterative pre-program operation is required because of the pre

program verify failure. Because this biased condition shown in the table is applied to one

selected sector in the flash memory array, all the biased voltages of SGs, WLs, BLs, SLs,

BLGs, SLGs and TPWs of other unselected sectors are applied with OV.

[0089] FIG. 10 shows the biased voltages of the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash

memory array in an erase operation for the storage transistor MC in one selected sector of

the present invention. The operations shown in the table of FIG. 10 include page erase,

page erase verify, block erase and block/chip erase. The respective bias conditions for the

selected WL, unselected WL, selected SG, unselected SG, BL, SL, selected BLG,

unselected BLG, selected SLG and unselected SLG are shown in the table.

[0090] During the page erase operation, only the selected WL is applied with OV, all

unselected WLs, and all SGs are coupled to the 20V from TPW because of the floating

state initially. Because TPW is a P+ doped junction and all BLs as well as all SLs are N+

doped junctions, the 20V is forwarded from TPW to all BLs and SLs during erasing. As

for all BLGs and SLGs, they are tied to Vdd for reducing the voltage stress on MBO-MBl

and MSO-MSl that connect the local bit lines to the global bit lines and the local source

lines to the global source lines respectively as shown in FIGs. 6-8.

[0091] During the page erase verify operation, all WLs, unselected SGs, unselected

BLGs and unselected SLGs are applied with OV and the selected SG, selected BLG and

selected SLG are applied with Vdd. All SLs are applied with IV and all BLs are pre-

discharged to OV. Once all the selected storage transistors MC are well erased to have Vt



< VtOH = -IV, all BL is charged to IV. Otherwise, if any BL stays at OV, it may indicate

that another iterative erase operation is required because of page erase verify failure.

[0092] During the block erase operation, only the selected WLs are applied with OV,

all unselected WLs, and all SGs are coupled with 20V from TPW because of the floating

state initially. Because TPW is a P+ doped junction and all BLs as well as all SLs are N+

doped junctions, 20V will be forwarded from TPW to all BLs and all SLs during erasing.

As for all BLGs and SLGs, they are tied to Vdd for reducing the voltage stress on MBO-

MBl and MSO-MSl that connect the local bit lines to the global bit lines and the local

source lines to the global source lines respectively.

[0093] During the sector/chip erase operation, all WLs are applied with OV and all

SGs are coupled with 20V from TPW because of the floating state initially. Because of

the TPW/N+ junction structure, 20V will be forwarded from TPW to all BLs and all SLs

during erasing. As for all BLGs and SLGs, they are tied to Vdd for reducing the voltage

stress on MBO-MBl and MSO-MSl. Due to the basic NOR structure in the memory

array, it is impossible to perform block/sector/chip erase verify collectively. Instead, the

page erase verify operation will be followed page by page after the block/sector/chip

erase operation. Because this biased condition shown in the table is applied to one

selected sector in the flash memory array, all the biased voltages of SGs, WLs, BLs, SLs,

BLGs, SLGs and TPW of other unselected sectors are applied with OV.

[0094] FIG. 11 shows the biased voltages of the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash

memory array in a program operation for the storage transistor MC in one selected sector

of the present invention. The operations shown in the table of FIG. 11 include page

program and page program verify. The respective bias conditions for the selected WL,



unselected WL, selected SG, unselected SG, BL, SL, selected BLG, unselected BLG,

selected SLG and unselected SLG are shown in the table.

[0095] During the page program operation, only the selected WL is applied with

15V-20V, all unselected WLs, and all SGs are applied with 5V. The corresponding BLs

and SLs of the programmed data are applied with OV. On the contrary, the corresponding

BLs and SLs of the program-inhibit data are applied with about 8V. As for selected BLG

and SLG, they are tied to 10V for passing program-inhibit voltage or OV to the

corresponding BLs and SLs. As for unselected BLGs and SLGs, they are tied to OV.

[0096] During the page program verify operation, only the selected WL is applied

with VtIL for SLC, VtIL for MLC or Vt2L for MLC, all unselected WLs, SGs, BLGs

and SLGs are applied with OV. The selected SG, BLG and SLG are applied with Vdd.

All BLs are pre-charged to Vdd-Vt and all SLs are applied with OV. Once all the selected

storage transistors MC are well programmed to have Vt > VtIL for SLC, Vt > VtIL for

MLC or Vt > Vt2L for MLC, the pre-charged Vdd-Vt will be retained. Otherwise, if any

BL is discharged to OV, it may indicate that another iterative page program operation is

required because of the page program verify failure. Because this biased condition shown

in the table is applied to one selected sector in the flash memory array, all the biased

voltages of SGs, WLs, BLs, SLs, BLGs, SLGs and TPWs of other unselected sectors are

applied with OV.

[0097] FIG. 12 shows the biased voltages of the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash

memory array in a read operation for the storage transistor MC in one selected sector of

the present invention. The respective bias conditions of the selected WL, unselected WL,

selected SG, unselected SG, BL, SL, selected BLG, unselected BLG, selected SLG and



unselected SLG are shown in the table.

[0098] During the read operation, all WLs are applied with Vdd or Vboost. In other

words, there is no WL switching. In current applications, the low voltage Vdd may be

1.6V-1.8V or 2.7V-3.6V. As for the selected SG, the voltage always needs to be boosted

to Vboost, i.e., 4V for gaining the driving capability with low resistance. The selected

BLG and SLG are decoded to Vdd and unselected SGs, BLGs and SLGs are applied with

OV. Because this biased condition shown in the table is applied to one selected sector in

the flash memory array, all the biased voltages of SGs, WLs, BLs, SLs, BLGs, SLGs and

TPWs of other unselected sectors are applied with OV.

[0099] FIG. 13 shows the flow chart of the erase operation for the NAND-based 2T-

NOR flash memory of the present invention. The erase operation includes four different

types of erase operations. According to the needs of the erase size for different

applications, there are page erase 802, block erase 804, sector erase 806 and chip erase

808 operations in the present invention.

[00100] FIG. 14 shows the flow chart of the page erase operation 802 for the NAND-

based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention. From step 820 to step 830,

the page pre-program operation is executed before the erase operation. In step 820, the

pre-program operation count N is set to 0 . The following step 822 determines whether all

the Vt of the storage transistors of the selected page are larger than VtIL for SLC or

Vt2L for MLC or not. If all the Vt are larger than VtIL for SLC or Vt2L for MLC, the

operation goes directly to step 832 for starting the page erase operation. Otherwise, the

next step 824 determines whether the pre-program operation count N exceeds the

maximum allowed number or not. If it does, the device is treated as a bad die in step 830.



Otherwise, the pre-program operation count N is incremented by 1 in step 826. The

following step 828 continues to perform the page pre-program operation.

[00101] After the pre-program operation is completed, the page erase operation count

is set to 0 in step 832. The next step 834 sets the selected WL to OV, and all unselected

WLs and all SGs to floating. Once TPW is applied with 20V, all unselected WLs and all

SGs are coupled to 20V, and all BLs and all SLs are forwarded to 20V as well. If the

erase operation in step 834 is completed within a predetermined erase time, the page

erase verify operation in step 836 follows to determine whether all the Vt of the storage

transistors of the selected page are less than -IV or not. If all of them are less than -IV, a

successful page erase operation has been achieved in step 842. Otherwise, the page erase

operation count N is incremented by 1 in step 838. The next step 840 determines whether

the page erase operation count N exceeds the maximum allowed number or not. If it does,

the device is treated as a bad die in step 830. Otherwise, the page erase operation is

continued in step 834.

[00102] According to the present invention, the block, sector or chip erase operation

for the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array has similar steps in the respective

erase operation. FIG. 15 shows the flow chart of the steps performed in the block, sector

or chip erase operation. From step 850 to step 860, the block, sector or chip pre-program

operation is executed before the erase operation. In step 850, the pre-program operation

count N is set to 0. The following step 852 determines whether all the Vt of storage

transistors of the selected block, sector or chip are larger than VtIL for SLC or Vt2L for

MLC or not. If all the Vt are larger than VtIL for SLC or Vt2L for MLC, the operation

goes directly to step 862 for starting block, sector or chip erase operation. Otherwise, the



next step 854 determines whether the block, sector or chip pre-program operation count

N exceeds the maximum allowed number or not. If it does, the device is treated as a bad

die in step 860. Otherwise, the block, sector or chip pre-program operation count N is

incremented by 1 in step 856. The following step 858 continues to perform the block,

sector or chip pre-program operation collectively.

[00103] After the block, sector or chip pre-program operation is completed, the block,

sector or chip erase operation count is set to 0 in step 862. The next step 864 sets the

selected WLs to OV, and all unselected WLs and all SGs to floating. Once TPW is

applied with 20V, all unselected WLs and all SGs are coupled to 20V and all BLs and all

SLs are forwarded with 20V as well. If the block, sector or chip erase operation in step

864 is completed collectively within a predetermined erase time, the page erase verify

operation in step 866 follows to determine whether all the Vt of storage transistors of the

selected page are less than -IV or not. If all of them are less than -IV, the following step

872 determines whether it is the last page or not. If it is the last page, a successful block,

sector or chip erase operation has been achieved in step 876. Otherwise, the next page is

selected in step 874 for page erase verification in step 866. If any Vt is determined to be

no less than -IV in step 866, the block, sector or chip erase operation count N is

incremented by 1 in step 868. The next step 870 determines whether the block, sector or

chip erase operation count N exceeds the maximum allowed number or not. If it is does,

the device is treated as a bad die in step 860. Otherwise, the page erase operation is

continued in step 864.

[00104] FIG. 16 shows the flow chart of the page program operation 880 for the

NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention. In step 882, the page



program operation count N is set to 0 . The following step 884 performs the page program

operation by applying 15V-20V to the selected WL. As for other unselected WLs and all

SGs, they are all applied with 5V to reduce the disturbance from the inhibit voltage 8V of

the SLs and BLs. After the page program operation in step 884 is completed within a

predetermined program time, the page program verify operation in step 886 determines

whether the programmed Vt of storage transistors of the selected page is larger than VtIL

for SLC, VtIL for MLC or Vt2L for MLC or not. If it is, a successful page program has

been achieved in step 894. Otherwise, the next step 888 increments the page program

operation count by 1 and step 890 determines whether the page program operation count

N exceeds the maximum allowed number or not. If it does, the device is treated as a bad

die in step 892. Otherwise, the page program operation is continued in step 884.

[00105] FIG. 17 shows the timing waveforms of the page or block pre-program

operation for the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention.

During the page or block pre-program period, only the selected WLs are applied with

20V, all unselected WLs, all SGs, all BLs and all SLs are applied with OV. As for all

BLGs and SLGs, they are tied to Vdd. After the page or block pre-program operation, the

selected WLs are discharged to Vdd and the selected SGs are applied with Vdd in the

pre-charge period. All BLs are charged to Vdd-Vt for page sensing in the page or block

pre-program verify period.

[00106] During the page or block pre-program verify period, the selected WLs are

applied with VtIL for SLC or Vt2L for MLC, all unselected WLs and unselected SGs are

applied with OV. As for all BLGs, SLGs and the selected SGs, they are tied to Vdd. After

all the selected storage transistors MC are well programmed to have Vt > VtIL for SLC



or Vt > Vt2L for MLC, the pre-charged Vdd-Vt will be retained. Otherwise, if any BL is

discharged to OV, it may indicate that another page or block iterative pre-program

operation is required. It should be noted that the timing waveform shown in FIG. 17 is for

the selected sector only. For other unselected sectors, the biased voltages of all SGs,

WLs, BLs, SLs, BLGs, SLGs and TPWs are applied with OV.

[00107] FIG. 18 shows the timing waveforms of the sector or chip pre-program

operation for the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention.

During the sector or chip pre-program period, all WLs are applied with 20V and all SGs,

all BLs and all SLs are applied with OV. As for all BLGs and SLGs, they are tied to Vdd.

After the sector or chip pre-program operation, all WLs are discharged to Vdd and all

SGs are applied with Vdd in the pre-charge period. All BLs are charged to Vdd-Vt for

page sensing in the sector or chip pre-program verify period.

[00108] During the sector or chip pre-program verify period, all WLs are applied with

VtIL for SLC or Vt2L for MLC. As for all BLGs, SLGs and SGs, they are tied to Vdd.

After all the selected storage transistors MC are well programmed to have Vt > VtIL for

SLC or Vt > Vt2L for MLC, the pre-charged Vdd-Vt will be retained. Otherwise, if any

BL is discharged to OV, it may indicate that another iterative sector or chip pre-program

operation is required. This timing waveform is for the selected sector only. For other

unselected sectors, the biased voltages of all SGs, WLs, BLs, SLs, BLGs, SLGs and

TPWs are applied with OV.

[00109] FIG. 19 shows the timing waveforms of page erase operation for the NAND-

based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention. During the page erase

period, only the selected WL is applied with OV, all unselected WLs, all SGs, all BLs and



all SLs are set to floating. Once TPW is applied with 20V, all unselected WLs and all

SGs are coupled to 20V and all BLs and all SLs are forwarded with 20V as well. As for

all BLGs and SLGs, they are tied to Vdd for reducing the voltage stress on MBO-MBl

and MSO-MSl. After the page erase operation, the selected WL are charged to Vdd and

the selected SG is applied with Vdd in the pre-discharge period.

[00110] Due to the special array architecture in the present invention, only half of the

global bit lines can be sensed for verification. One half of all BLs are discharged to OV

for page sensing in the first half page verify period during which all WLs and unselected

BLGs and unselected SLGs are applied with OV. As for the selected BLG, selected SLG

and selected SG, they are applied with Vdd. All SLs are applied with IV. After all the

selected storage transistors MC are well erased to have Vt < VtOH = -IV, the first half of

all BLs are charged to IV. Otherwise, if any BL stays at OV, it may indicate that another

iterative erase operation is required because of page erase verify failure. In a same

manner, the erase verification of the second half of the storage transistors MC of the same

page is followed if the first half storage transistors of the page pass the erase verification.

The timing waveform is for the selected sector only. For other unselected sectors, the

biased voltages of all SGs, WLs, BLs, SLs, BLGs, SLGs and TPWs are applied with OV.

[00111] FIG. 20 shows the timing waveforms of the block erase operation for the

NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention. During the block

erase period, only the selected WLs are applied with OV, all unselected WLs, all SGs, all

BLs and all SLs are set to floating. Once TPW is applied with 20V, all unselected WLs

and all SGs are coupled to 20V and all BLs and all SLs are forwarded with 20V as well.

As for all BLGs and SLGs, they are tied to Vdd for reducing the voltage stress on MBO-



MBl and MSO-MSl. After the block erase period, the block erase verification is

accomplished with the page erase verify operation shown in FIG. 19 by verifying the

pages in the block page by page. The timing waveform is for the selected sector only. For

other unselected sectors, the biased voltages of all SGs, WLs, BLs, SLs, BLGs, SLGs and

TPWs are applied with OV.

[00112] FIG. 2 1 shows the timing waveforms of the sector or chip erase operation for

the NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention. During the

sector or chip erase period, all WLs are applied with OV, and all SGs, all BLs and all SLs

are set to floating. Once TPW is applied with 20V, all SGs are coupled to 20V and all

BLs and all SLs are forwarded with 20V as well. As for all BLGs and SLGs, they are

tied to Vdd for reducing the voltage stress on MBO-MBl & MSO-MSl. After the sector

or chip erase period, the sector or chip erase verification is accomplished with the page

erase verify operation shown in FIG. 19 by verifying the pages in the sector or chip page

by page. The timing waveform is for the selected sector only. For other unselected

sectors, the biased voltages of all SGs, WLs, BLs, SLs, BLGs, SLGs and TPWs are

applied with OV.

[00113] FIG. 22 shows the timing waveforms of the page program operation for the

NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array of the present invention. During the page

program period, only the selected WL is applied with 15V-20V and all unselected WLs,

and all SGs are applied with 5V to reduce the disturbance from the inhibit voltage 8V

from the SLs and BLs. To program the storage transistor MC, the corresponding BL and

SL are applied with OV. On the contrary, to inhibit the program to the storage transistors,

the corresponding BL and SL are applied with about 8V. The selected BLG and SLG are



applied with 1OV and the unselected BLGs and SLGs are applied with OV. If the page

program operation is completed within a predetermined program time, the page program

verify operation is executed.

[00114] Again, due to the special array architecture of the present invention, only half

of the global bit lines can be sensed for verification. One half of all BLs are pre-charged

to Vdd-Vt for page sensing in the first half page verify period during which all WLs and

unselected BLGs and unselected SLGs are applied with OV. As for the selected BLG,

selected SLG and selected SG, they are applied with Vdd. After all the programmed Vt of

the selected storage transistors of the selected page is larger than VtIL (SLC/MLC) or

Vt2L (MLC), the first half of all BLs are retained at VDD-Vt. Otherwise, if any BL stays

at OV, it may indicate that another iterative page program operation is required because of

page program verify failure. Note that both BL and SL are switched to an inhibit voltage

for the cells that have been verified while the next page program operation is performed.

According to this scheme, the tightened Vt distribution can be achieved. In a same

manner, the page program verification of the second half of the storage transistors MC of

the same page is followed if the first half storage transistors of the page pass the page

program verification. The timing waveform is for the selected sector only. For other

unselected sectors, the biased voltages of all SGs, WLs, BLs, SLs, BLGs, SLGs and

TPWs are applied with OV.

[00115] Although the present invention has been described with reference to the

exemplary embodiments, it will be understood that the invention is not limited to the

details described thereof. Various substitutions and modifications have been suggested in

the foregoing description, and others will occur to those of ordinary skill in the art.



Therefore, all such substitutions and modifications are intended to be embraced within

the scope of the invention as defined in the appended claims.



What is claimed is:

1. A NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array comprising:

a plurality of NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cells arranged in a two-dimensional array

with a plurality of rows and a plurality of columns, each of said NAND-based 2T-

NOR flash cells having a storage transistor with a cell gate, a source and a drain, and

an access transistor with a select gate, a source and a drain, said source of said access

transistor being connected in series with said drain of said storage transistor;

a plurality of word lines with each word line connecting the cell gates of a row of said

2T-NOR flash cells, said word lines running in an X direction;

a plurality of select-gate lines with each select-gate line connecting the select gates of

a row of said 2T-NOR flash cells;

a plurality of source lines with each source line connecting the sources of the storage

transistors of one and only one column of said 2T-NOR flash cells, said source lines

running in a Y direction perpendicular to said word lines;

a plurality of bit lines with each bit line connecting the drains of the access transistors

of one and only one column of said 2T-NOR flash cells, said bit lines running in

parallel with said source lines; and

wherein said NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array is partitioned into a plurality

of memory sectors, each memory sector having a plurality of memory blocks, each

memory block having a plurality of memory pages, and each memory page having

one row of said NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cells with one word line and one select-

gate line.



2 . The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a page pre-program operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory block

of a selected memory sector, the word line of said selected memory page is applied

with 20V, and all other word lines, all source lines, all bit lines and all select-gate

lines in said flash memory array are applied with OV.

3. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a page pre-program verify operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory

block of a selected memory sector, the word line of said selected memory page is

applied with a threshold voltage Vt of the 2T-NOR flash cells, the select-gate line of

said selected memory page is applied with a power supply voltage Vdd, all bit lines

in said selected memory sector are pre-charged to Vdd-Vt, and all other word lines,

all other select-gate lines, all other bit lines and all source lines in said flash memory

array are applied with OV

4 . The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a block pre-program operation of a selected memory block in a selected memory

sector, the word lines of said selected memory block are applied with 20V, and all

other word lines, all source lines, all bit lines and all select-gate lines in said flash

memory array are applied with OV

5. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a block pre-program verify operation of a selected memory block in a selected

memory sector, the word lines of said selected memory block are applied with a

threshold voltage Vt of the 2T-NOR flash cells, the select-gate lines of said selected

memory block are applied with a power supply voltage Vdd, all bit lines in said



selected memory sector are pre-charged to Vdd-Vt, and all other word lines, all other

select-gate lines, all other bit lines and all source lines in said flash memory array are

applied with OV.

6. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a sector pre-program operation of a selected memory sector, all word lines of said

selected memory sector are applied with 20V, and all other word lines, all source lines,

all bit lines and all select-gate lines in said flash memory array are applied with OV

7. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a sector pre-program verify operation of a selected memory sector, all word lines of

said selected memory sector are applied with a threshold voltage Vt of the 2T-NOR

flash cells, all select-gate lines of said selected memory sector are applied with a

power supply voltage Vdd, all bit lines in said selected memory sector are pre-

charged to Vdd-Vt, and all other word lines, all other select-gate lines, all other bit

lines and all source lines in said flash memory array are applied with OV

8. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a chip pre-program operation of said flash memory array, all word lines in said flash

memory array are applied with 20V, and all source lines, all bit lines and all select-

gate lines in said flash memory array are applied with OV

9. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a chip pre-program verify operation of said flash memory array, all word lines in said

memory array are applied with a threshold voltage Vt of the 2T-NOR flash cells, all

select-gate lines in said flash memory array are applied with a power supply voltage

Vdd, all bit lines in said flash memory array are pre-charged to Vdd-Vt, and all source



lines in said flash memory array are applied with OV.

10. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a page erase operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory block of a

selected memory sector, the word line of said selected memory page is applied with

OV, all other word lines and all select-gate lines in said selected memory sector are

coupled to 20V, all bit lines and all source lines in said selected memory sector are

forwarded with 20V which is applied to triple P-wells of the 2T-NOR flash cells in

said selected memory sector, and all word lines, all source lines, all bit lines and all

select-gate lines of all other memory sectors in said flash memory array are applied

with OV

11. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a page erase verify operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory block

of a selected memory sector, the select-gate line of said selected memory page is

applied with a power supply voltage Vdd, all source lines in said selected memory

sector are applied with IV, all bit lines in said selected memory sector are pre-

discharged to 0V, and all word lines, all other select-gate lines, all other bit lines and

all other source lines in said flash memory array are applied with OV

12. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a block erase operation of a selected memory block in a selected memory sector, the

word lines of said selected memory block are applied with 0V, all other word lines

and all select-gate lines in said selected memory sector are coupled to 20V, all bit

lines and all source lines in said selected memory sector are forwarded with 20V

which is applied to triple P-wells of the 2T-NOR flash cells in said selected memory



sector, and all word lines, all source lines, all bit lines and all select-gate lines of all

other memory sectors in said flash memory array are applied with OV.

13. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a sector erase operation of a selected memory sector, all word lines of said selected

memory sector are applied with OV, all select-gate lines in said selected memory

sector are coupled to 20V, all bit lines and all source lines in said selected memory

sector are forwarded with 20V which is applied to triple P-wells of the 2T-NOR flash

cells in said selected memory sector, and all word lines, all source lines, all bit lines

and all select-gate lines of all other memory sectors in said flash memory array are

applied with OV

14. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a chip erase operation of said flash memory array, all word lines in said flash memory

array are applied with OV, all select-gate lines in said flash memory array are coupled

to 20V, all bit lines and all source lines in said flash memory array are forwarded with

20V which is applied to triple P-wells of the 2T-NOR flash cells in said flash memory

array.

15. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a page program operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory block of a

selected memory sector, the word line of said selected memory page is applied with a

voltage in a range between 15V and 20V, all other word lines and all select-gate lines

in said selected memory sector are applied with 5V, the bit lines and the source lines

of program data in said selected memory sector are applied with 0V, the bit lines and

the source lines of program-inhibit data in said selected memory sector are applied



with approximately 8V, and all other word lines, all other source lines, all other bit

lines and all other select-gate lines in said flash memory array are applied with OV.

16. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a page program verify operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory

block of a selected memory sector, the word line of said selected memory page is

applied with a threshold voltage Vt of the 2T-NOR flash cells, the select-gate line of

said selected memory page is applied with a power supply voltage Vdd, all bit lines in

said selected memory sector are pre-charged to Vdd-Vt, and all other word lines, all

other select-gate lines, all other bit lines and all source lines in said flash memory

array are applied with OV

17. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein during

a read operation in a selected memory page of a selected memory block in a selected

memory sector, all word lines in said selected memory sector are applied with a

power supply voltage Vdd or a boost voltage Vboost, the select-gate line in said

selected memory page is applied with Vboost, all bit lines in said selected memory

sector is applied with IV, and all other word lines, all other select-gate lines, all other

bit lines and all source lines in said flash memory array are applied with OV

18. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein erase

and program operations of each of said 2T-NOR flash cells are based on a Fowler-

Nordheim channel tunneling process with no voltage difference between the drain

and the source of said storage transistor.

19. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein said

storage and access transistors of each of said 2T-NOR flash cells are NAND-based



double-poly transistors each having a floating gate, said cell gate and said select gate

are poly2 gates, and the two floating gates are made of a polyl layer underneath the

two poly2 gates.

20. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 19, wherein each

of said 2T-NOR flash cells is a single-level cell, said access transistor has a threshold

voltage substantially centered at 0.75V in a range between 0.5V and IV, and said

storage transistor has a first threshold voltage less than -IV for an erased state and a

second threshold voltage greater than 4V for a programmed state.

21. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 19, wherein each

of said 2T-NOR flash cells is a multi-level cell, said access transistor has a threshold

voltage substantially centered at 0.75V in a range between 0.5V and IV, and said

storage transistor has a first threshold voltage less than -IV for an erased state, a

second threshold voltage in a range between OV and 0.5V for a first programmed state

and a third threshold voltage greater than 4V for a second programmed state.

22. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 19, wherein the

floating gate and said select gate of said access transistor are shorted together.

23. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 22, wherein each

of said 2T-NOR flash cells is a single-level cell, said access transistor has a threshold

voltage which is a threshold voltage of said polyl layer, and said storage transistor

has a first threshold voltage less than -IV for an erased state and a second threshold

voltage greater than 4V for a programmed state.

24. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 22, wherein said



2T-NOR flash cell is a multi-level cell, said access transistor has a threshold voltage

which is a threshold voltage of said polyl layer, and said storage transistor has a first

threshold voltage less than -IV for an erased state, a second threshold voltage in a

range between OV and 0.5V for a first programmed state and a third threshold voltage

greater than 4V for a second programmed state.

25. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, wherein said

storage transistor of each of said 2T-NOR flash cells is a NAND-based double-poly

transistor with said cell gate being a poly2 gate and a floating gate made of a polyl

layer underneath said poly2 gate, and said access transistor of each of said 2T-NOR

flash cells is a single-poly polyl or poly2 NMOS transistor with said select gate being

a polyl or poly2 gate.

26. The NAND-based 2T-N0R flash memory array as claimed in claim 25, wherein each

of said 2T-N0R flash cells is a single-level cell, said access transistor has a threshold

voltage which is a threshold voltage of said polyl or ploy2 NMOS transistor, and said

storage transistor has a first threshold voltage less than -IV for an erased state and a

second threshold voltage greater than 4V for a programmed state.

27. The NAND-based 2T-N0R flash memory array as claimed in claim 25, wherein each

of said 2T-N0R flash cells is a multi-level cell, said access transistor has a threshold

voltage which is a threshold voltage of said polyl or ploy2 NMOS transistor, and said

storage transistor has a first threshold voltage less than -IV for an erased state, a

second threshold voltage in a range between OV and 0.5V for a first programmed state

and a third threshold voltage greater than 4V for a second programmed state.

28. The NAND-based 2T-N0R flash memory array as claimed in claim 1, further



composing:

a plurality of global bit lines with each global bit line connecting through an odd bit-

line gate to the bit line of an odd column of said 2T-N0R flash cells and an even bit-

line gate to the bit line of an even column of said 2T-N0R flash cells immediately

following said odd column; and

a plurality of global source lines with each global source line connecting through an

odd source-line gate to the source line of said odd column of said 2T-NOR flash cells

and an even source-line gate to the source line of said even column of said 2T-NOR

flash cells immediately following said odd column.

29. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 28, wherein

during a pre-program operation, all source-line gates and all bit-line gates of a

selected memory sector are applied with a power supply voltage Vdd so that the

source lines and the bit lines in said selected memory sector are passed with voltages

applied to the global source lines and the global bit lines in said selected memory

sector respectively, and all source-line gates and all bit-line gates of all other memory

sectors in said flash memory array are applied with OV.

30. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 28, wherein

during an erase operation, all source-line gates and all bit-line gates of a selected

memory sector are applied with a power supply voltage Vdd so that the source lines

and the bit lines in said selected memory sector are passed with voltages applied to

the global source lines and the global bit lines in said selected memory sector

respectively, and all source-line gates and all bit-line gates of all other memory

sectors in said flash memory array are applied with OV



31. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 28, wherein

during a page erase verify operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory

block of a selected memory sector, the select-gate line of said selected memory page

is applied with a power supply voltage Vdd, all source-line gates and all bit-line gates

of said selected memory page are applied with Vdd, all global source lines in said

selected memory sector are applied with IV, all global bit lines in said selected

memory sector are pre-discharged to OV, and all word lines, all other select-gate lines,

all other global bit lines, all other global source lines, all other bit-line gates and all

other source-line gates in said flash memory array are applied with OV

32. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 28, wherein

during a page program operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory

block of a selected memory sector, the word line of said selected memory page is

applied with a voltage in a range between 15V and 20V, all other word lines and all

select-gate lines in said selected memory sector are applied with 5V, all source-line

gates and all bit-line gates of said selected memory page are applied with 10V, the

global bit lines and the global source lines of program data in said selected memory

sector are applied with 0V, the global bit lines and the global source lines of program-

inhibit data in said selected memory sector are applied with approximately 8V, and all

other word lines, all other global source lines, all other global bit lines, all other bit-

line gates, all other source-line gates and all other select-gate lines in said flash

memory array are applied with OV

33. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 28, wherein

during a page program verify operation of a selected memory page in a selected



memory block of a selected memory sector, the word line of said selected memory

page is applied with a threshold voltage Vt of the 2T-NOR flash cells, the select-gate

line of said selected memory page is applied with a power supply voltage Vdd, all

source-line gates and all bit-line gates of said selected memory page are applied with

Vdd, all global bit lines in said selected memory sector are pre-charged to Vdd-Vt,

and all other word lines, all other select-gate lines, all other global bit lines, all other

bit-line gates, all other source-line gates and all global source lines in said flash

memory array are applied with OV

34. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array as claimed in claim 28, wherein

during a read operation in a selected memory page of a selected memory block in a

selected memory sector, all word lines in said selected memory sector are applied

with a power supply voltage Vdd or a boost voltage Vboost, the select-gate line in

said selected memory page is applied with Vboost, all global bit lines in said selected

memory sector is applied with IV, all source-line gates and all bit-line gates of said

selected memory page are applied with Vdd, and all other word lines, all other select-

gate lines, all other global bit lines and all global source lines in said flash memory

array are applied with OV

35. A NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device comprising:

a NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory array having a plurality of memory sectors,

each memory sector having a plurality of memory blocks, each memory blocks

having a plurality of memory pages, and each memory page having one row of

NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cells with one word line and one select-gate line;

a write-row-decoder coupled to the word lines of said flash memory array;



a read-row-decoder coupled to the select-gate lines of said flash memory array;

a data buffer and slow speed page sense amplifier unit connected to a plurality of bit

lines of said flash memory array, said data buffer and slow speed page sense amplifier

unit having slow speed page sense amplifiers and a data buffer for storing program;

a Y-pass gate and Y-decoder unit having Y-pass gates and Y-decoders;

a byte/word high speed sense amplifier unit connected to said Y-pass gate and Y-

decoder unit, said byte/word high speed sense amplifier unit having high speed sense

amplifiers; and

an isolate device unit coupling said Y-pass gate and Y-decoder unit to said bit lines of

said flash memory array.

36. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein said

slow speed page sense amplifiers, said high speed sense amplifiers, said Y-pass gates

and said Y-decoders are made of low voltage devices.

37. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein said

slow speed page sense amplifiers are used to perform precise threshold voltage

verification for pre-program, erase and program operations in a slow speed, low

current and page sensing scheme.

38. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein

said isolate device unit is turned on as a sensing path to said bit lines, said Y-pass

gates are decoded by said Y-decoders to connect said byte/word high speed sense

amplifier unit to said bit lines, and said data buffer and slow speed page sense

amplifier unit is disconnected from said bit lines in a high speed sensing scheme.



39. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 38, wherein said

isolate device unit has a gate voltage tied to a boost voltage Vboost to turn on said

isolate device unit as a sensing path when a read operation is performed in said high

speed sensing scheme.

40. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein

during a page pre-program operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory

block of a selected memory sector, said write-row-decoder connects 20V to the word

line of said selected memory page, and OV to all other word lines in said flash

memory array.

41. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein

during a block pre-program operation of a selected memory block in a selected

memory sector, said write-row-decoder connects 20V to the word lines of said

selected memory block, and OV all other word lines in said flash memory array.

42. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein

during a sector pre-program operation of a selected memory sector, said write-row-

decoder connects 20V to all word lines of said selected memory sector, OV to all other

word lines in said flash memory array.

43. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein said

write-row-decoder is further coupled to the select-gate lines of said flash memory

array, and during a pre-program operation of said flash memory array, said read-row-

decoder is decoupled from all select-gate lines, and said write-row-decoder connects

20V to all select-gate lines in said flash memory array.



44. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein

during a page erase operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory block

of a selected memory sector, said write-row-decoder connects OV to the word line of

said selected memory page, all other word lines in said selected memory sector are

coupled to 20V, and all word lines of all other memory sectors in said flash memory

array are applied with OV

45. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein

during a block erase operation of a selected memory block in a selected memory

sector, said write-row-decoder connects OV to the word lines of said selected memory

block, all other word lines in said selected memory sector are coupled to 20V, and all

word lines of all other memory sectors in said flash memory array are applied with OV

46. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein

during a sector or chip erase operation, said write-row-decoder connects OV to all

word lines of all memory sectors in said flash memory array.

47. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein said

write-row-decoder is further coupled to the select-gate lines of said flash memory

array, and during a page program operation of said flash memory array, said read-

row-decoder is decoupled from all select-gate lines of said flash memory array, and

said write-row-decoder connects a voltage in a range between 15V and 20V to one of

select-gate lines in said flash memory array.

48. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein said

write-row-decoder is further coupled to the select-gate lines of said flash memory

array, and during a chip erase operation of said flash memory array, said read-row-



decoder is decoupled from all select-gate lines and said write-row-decoder connects

OV to all select-gate lines of all memory sectors in said flash memory array.

49. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein

during a page program operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory

block of a selected memory sector, said write-row-decoder connects a voltage in a

range between 15V and 20V to the word line of said selected memory page, and 5V

to all other word lines in said selected memory sector, and all other word lines in said

flash memory array are applied with OV

50. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein said

write-row-decoder is further coupled to the select-gate lines of said flash memory

array, but during a read operation of said flash memory array, said write-row-decoder

is decoupled from all select-gate lines, and said read-row-decoder connects a boost

voltage Vboost to one of select-gate lines in said flash memory array.

51. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein

during a read operation in a selected memory page of a selected memory block in a

selected memory sector, said write-row-decoder connects a power supply voltage Vdd

or a boost voltage Vboost to all word lines in said selected memory sector, and all

other word lines in said flash memory array are applied with OV

52. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein

during a read operation in a selected memory page of a selected memory block in a

selected memory sector, said read-row-decoder connects a boost voltage Vboost to

the select-gate line of said selected memory page, and all other select-gate lines in

said flash memory array are applied with OV



53. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein

each of said NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cells has an access transistor which is a

NAND-based double poly transistor having a polyl floating gate shorted to a poly2

select gate.

54. The NAND-based 2T-N0R flash memory device as claimed in claim 53, wherein

during a pre-program operation of said flash memory array, said read-row-decoder

connects OV to all select-gate lines in said flash memory array.

55. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 53, wherein

during a page, block or sector erase operation in a selected memory sector, all select-

gate lines in said selected memory sector are decoupled from said read-row-decoder

so as to be floating and coupled to 20V, and all select-gate lines of all other memory

sectors in said flash memory array are applied with OV

56. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 53, wherein

during a chip erase operation of said flash memory array, all select-gate lines in said

flash memory array are decoupled from said read-row-decoder so as to be floating

and coupled to 20V

57. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 53, wherein

during a page program operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory

block of a selected memory sector, said read-row-decoder connects 5V to all select-

gate lines in said selected memory sector, and all select-gate lines of all other memory

sectors in said flash memory array are applied with OV

58. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 53, wherein



during a read operation in a selected memory page of a selected memory block in a

selected memory sector, said read-row-decoder connects a boost voltage Vboost to

the select-gate line of said selected memory page, and all other select-gate lines in

said flash memory array are applied with OV.

59. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 35, wherein

each of said NAND-based 2T-NOR flash cells has an access transistor made of a

NAND-based single poly transistor having a polyl or poly2 select gate.

60. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 59, wherein

during a pre-program operation of said flash memory array, said read-row-decoder

connects OV to all select-gate lines in said flash memory array.

61. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 59, wherein

during a page, block or sector erase operation in a selected memory sector, all select-

gate lines in said selected memory sector are decoupled from said read-row-decoder

so as to be floating and coupled to 20V, and all select-gate lines of all other memory

sectors in said flash memory array are applied with OV

62. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 59, wherein

during a chip erase operation of said flash memory array, all select-gate lines in said

flash memory array are decoupled from said read-row-decoder so as to be floating

and coupled to 20V

63. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 59, wherein

during a page program operation of a selected memory page in a selected memory

block of a selected memory sector, said read-row-decoder connects 5V to all select-



gate lines in said selected memory sector, and all select-gate lines of all other memory

sectors in said flash memory array are applied with OV.

64. The NAND-based 2T-NOR flash memory device as claimed in claim 59, wherein

during a read operation in a selected memory page of a selected memory block in a

selected memory sector, said read-row-decoder connects a boost voltage Vboost to

the select-gate line of said selected memory page, and all other select-gate lines in

said flash memory array are applied with OV.

65. A NAND-based two transistor NOR (2T-NOR) flash cell comprising:

a storage transistor having a cell gate connected to a word line running in an X

direction, a first drain, and a first source connected to a source line running in a Y

direction perpendicular to said word line; and

an access transistor having a select gate, a second source connected to said first drain

of said storage transistor, and a second drain connected to a bit line running in parallel

with said source line;

wherein said storage and access transistors are NAND-based double-poly transistors

each having a floating gate, said cell gate and said select gate are poly2 gates, and the

two floating gates are made of a poly 1 layer underneath the two poly2 gates.

66. The 2T-NOR flash cell as claimed in claim 65, wherein said 2T-NOR flash cell is a

single-level cell, said access transistor has a threshold voltage substantially centered

at 0.75V in a range between 0.5V and IV, and said storage transistor has a first

threshold voltage less than -IV for an erased state and a second threshold voltage

greater than 4V for a programmed state.



67. The 2T-NOR flash cell as claimed in claim 65, wherein said 2T-NOR flash cell is a

multi-level cell, said access transistor has a threshold voltage substantially centered at

0.75V in a range between 0.5V and IV, and said storage transistor has a first threshold

voltage less than -IV for an erased state, a second threshold voltage in a range

between OV and 0.5V for a first programmed state and a third threshold voltage

greater than 4V for a second programmed state.

68. The 2T-NOR flash cell as claimed in claim 65, wherein erase and program operations

of said 2T-NOR flash cell are based on a Fowler-Nordheim channel tunneling process

with no voltage difference between said first drain and said first source of said storage

transistor.

69. The 2T-NOR flash cell as claimed in claim 65, wherein the polyl floating gate and

said select gate of said access transistor are shorted together.

70. The 2T-NOR flash cell as claimed in claim 69, wherein said 2T-NOR flash cell is a

single-level cell, said access transistor has a threshold voltage which is a threshold

voltage of said polyl layer, and said storage transistor has a first threshold voltage

less than -IV for an erased state and a second threshold voltage greater than 4V for a

programmed state.

71. The 2T-NOR flash cell as claimed in claim 69, wherein said 2T-NOR flash cell is a

multi-level cell, said access transistor has a threshold voltage which is a threshold

voltage of said polyl layer, and said storage transistor has a first threshold voltage

less than -IV for an erased state, a second threshold voltage in a range between OV

and 0.5V for a first programmed state and a third threshold voltage greater than 4V

for a second programmed state.



72. ANAND-based two transistor NOR (2T-NOR) flash cell comprising:

a storage transistor having a cell gate connected to a word line running in an X

direction, a first drain and a first source connected to a source line running in a Y

direction perpendicular to said word line; and

an access transistor having a select gate, a second source connected to said first drain

of said storage transistor and a second drain connected to a bit line running in parallel

with said source line;

wherein said storage transistor is a NAND-based double-poly transistor with said cell

gate being a poly2 gate and a floating gate made of a polyl layer underneath said

poly2 gate, and said access transistor is a single-poly polyl or poly2 NMOS transistor

with said select gate being a polyl or poly2 gate.

73. The 2T-N0R flash cell as claimed in claim 72, wherein said 2T-N0R flash cell is a

single-level cell, said access transistor has a threshold voltage which is a threshold

voltage of said polyl or ploy2 NMOS transistor, and said storage transistor has a first

threshold voltage less than -IV for an erased state and a second threshold voltage

greater than 4V for a programmed state.

74. The 2T-N0R flash cell as claimed in claim 72, wherein said 2T-N0R flash cell is a

multi-level cell, said access transistor has a threshold voltage which is a threshold

voltage of said polyl or ploy2 NMOS transistor, and said storage transistor has a first

threshold voltage less than -IV for an erased state, a second threshold voltage in a

range between OV and 0.5V for a first programmed state and a third threshold voltage

greater than 4V for a second programmed state.
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